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EDI directly from your business system 

Integrated EDI 

Commport’s Integrated EDI Solution will automate your EDI directly from your Business System.   Hosted at 

Commport’s own secure data center, our translation software as a service (SaaS) enables you to focus on your 

business and have Commport take care of your EDI needs. 

FEATURES  

HOW IT WORKS 

Inbound EDI documents from your trading partners are translated into a data structure that your data system 

can import.  Customized mappings ensure that all relevant and needed data points are included and in the for-

mat and structure your system expects.  This data is then delivered to you via an automated communications 

method and available to import directly into your ERP, Accounting and/or other business systems. 

Outbound business documents are exported from your system and sent to Commport, where customized map-

pings convert them to EDI documents to be delivered to your trading partners.   

 Fully automated system so no human intervention is required to send or receive EDI. 

 Industry leading performance.  On average, end-to-end processing over the Commport network is                

80 seconds per document. 

 Industry leading reliability.  Commport boasts a 99.99% uptime due to the hosting of our own datacenter. 

 Data encryption and secure communications methods ensure the security of your data. 

 Easily view your transactions status’ using the monitoring tools available, or request direct notification for 

exception handling. 
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These additional optional services are available to drive more value from your integrated EDI system: 

 997 Reporting: Interprets and matches your EDI Functional Acknowledgments so there’s 

no need to manually confirm all your transactions were received and processed by your 

trading partners correctly. 

 Validation:  Performs checks that all your business documents include the mandatory and 

conditional fields, that data types are correct, and that your trading partners’ specific con-

ditions are  being met. 

 Analytics: Get intelligence on your business with visualized metrics, item exceptions, price                

discrepancies and more. 
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